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After the Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986, scientists in some European countries
became more curious and wondered how this Agnihotra effect comes about. During
his several trips to Eastern Europe, Shree Vasant Paranjpe told the scientists that if they look at
Agnihotra merely from the point of view of chemistry, they might not be able to make much
progress. However, if they examine Agnihotra from the point of view of Quantum Physics, they
would find a gold mine of knowledge in this ancient Vedic science of healing the atmosphere.
“Vedas” literally means “knowledge”. It is the ancientmost body of knowledge known to human
beings. It contains many sciences. Among them are the Vedic sciences of bio-energy, climate
engineering, agriculture, biorhythms, pyramidology, medicine (Ayurveda is the oldest science of
medicine which exists), etc.
Shree Vasant told the scientists “If you test Agnihotra with an oscilloscope, you will notice a
special sound coming from fire. It is sound that heals. Other things are there but key is the sound.
Fire produces sound but it also reacts to sound. The act of singing special vibrations while the
Agnihotra copper pyramid fire burns, creates a resonance effect which invigorates the cells of
plants, leading to better reproductive cycles. Resonance plays a vital part in natural phenomena.”
It is RESONANCE which heals. This is how plant plagues and epidemics go away. It is
RESONANCE which heals the plants, soil, water and air.
Chernobyl was very dangerous, but today it is even more dangerous. Before, the radioactive elements
were in the air - now they are in the soil. Europe is suffering! Children don’t have enough nonradioactive elements. Of course the TVs, newspapers and radios don’t speak about the real situation, but
the scientists and experts know that it is very dangerous. Every day becomes more and more difficult.
When the Chernobyl nuclear accident happened, I was a Homa volunteer and had a farm near
Graz in Austria. Immediately after the accident the Austrian Government issued instructions that
every farmer had to carry milk and fodder for testing for radioactivity. When I did this, the
inspectors were shocked, because they found only normal radioactivity levels in my milk and
fodder samples. The inspectors said it was not possible to have normal radioactivity after
Chernobyl. They asked: “Is there anything special that you are doing on your farm?”
I told them that my farm was using ancient Ayurveda technology to grow food which is now
presented as HOMA Organic Farming technology:
“We do a small fire in a small copper pyramid exactly at the moments of sunrise/sunset. Materials
burnt are dried cow dung cake pieces, a little clarified butter from cow milk and a few grains of raw
rice. This is called Agnihotra Homa. Also we do another Homa, repeating one mantra and adding a
drop of clarified butter to the fire after the mantra for four hours daily. On full moon and new
moon days we take turns to maintain the second HOMA for twenty-four hours. According to
Ayurveda by this method we inject nutrition into the atmosphere. This affects the plants, soil and
subsoil water.”
However the inspectors were not interested. For a scientist, one such experience should be
enough to motivate him to do further research.

(From: Proceedings of Brainstorming Conference on Homa Organic Farming,,
Ed. Dr. Ulrich Berk / Bruce Johnson, Dhule/India 2010, p. 40)

